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In this digital age, an increasing number of both busi-
ness-to-business and business-to-consumer companies 
are engaging in a pricing transition from traditional 
outright purchase or perpetual pricing model to a sub-
scription-based pricing model. In this article, the author 
lays out key steps to take when switching from perpet-
ual software licenses to subscription pricing models. 
He also addresses common objections to this pricing 
transition and solutions to address these concerns. Au-
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W
e’re seeing software 
companies across the 
B2B and B2C spec-
trums moving towards 

subscription pricing as a means to 
drive recurring monthly revenue, ce-
ment long-term relationships with cli-
ents and accelerate firm value. In this 
article, we lay out how to switch from 
perpetual software licenses to sub-
scription pricing. To develop an effec-
tive subscription software business 
plan, companies should consider the 
following steps:

1. Getting Customer Perspective
In order to start your move to a “val-

ue-based” subscription pricing mod-
el, take into account your customers 
and their needs first. How do you suc-
cessfully migrate existing paid custom-
ers onto a new pricing model without 
harming performance? How do you 
incent new customers to choose the 
subscription option?

To answer the questions, consider 
the following best practices:
• Capture and analyze existing data 

on customer usage and billing his-
tory

• Conduct market and channel re-
search and interview customers on 
value, gauging their reactions to dif-
ferent subscription pricing models 
and structures

• Design a subscription pricing solu-
tion that balances financial needs 
with customer needs

• Identify incentives needed to in-
duce customers to switch to sub-
scription pricing (e.g. pricing dis-
counts, exclusive functionality, 
service upgrade, etc.)

• Conduct financial modeling to help 
decision makers (especially the 
CFO) understand the short-term 
and long-term financial impact

• Pilot a small test market or segment, 
noting customer behavior and finan-
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cial results
• Make needed revisions to subscrip-

tion offerings, metrics and prices ac-
cordingly

• Initiate a segmented and metric-driven 
introduction of the subscription pric-
ing model

• Regularly review data and adjust to 
meet goals

2. Gaining Internal Alignment
Not every software company will 

be ready to move to subscription pric-
ing. While changing to a subscription pric-
ing model is usually beneficial when done 
carefully and strategically (i.e. Adobe and 
Microsoft), internal and external resistance 
to the change is normal.

As more and more companies have 
considered this pricing model transition 
over the last decade, these three common 
objections to moving away from an “out-
right purchase” or perpetual model have 
consistently arisen:
 
Objection #1: Short-Term  
Revenue Loss

There may be members of the manage-
ment team who are unwilling to accept the 
up-front revenue loss (e.g. Years 1-3) that 
often comes with a move to subscription-
based pricing, even if the organization has 
proven the change will result in long-term 
revenue growth through an increase in re-
curring revenue. If a company isn’t willing 
or able to absorb an up-front short-term 
revenue loss on new customers, then cre-
ative solutions will be necessary.
 
Solution

For a business with low take rates on 
maintenance and a low percentage of cus-
tomers upgrading to the newest version, 
there is often an opportunity for targeting 
these customers with conversion to sub-
scription in exchange for upgrading their 
features to the newest version without 
having to pay “back maintenance.” Typi-
cally, higher guaranteed subscription rev-
enue more than offsets the potential main-
tenance loss.

The second solution is to develop an 
offer for a previously untapped or poorly 
penetrated customer segment. Typically, 
this will be a “low value” segment, such 
as small customers or a particular indus-
try, where the current solution is “over-
priced.” By targeting an under-penetrated 
segment, the revenues are all additive and 

the business risk is eliminated.
 
Objection #2: Potentially  
Upset Customers

Some B2B companies fear that cus-
tomers will be upset when asked to switch 
from an outright purchase and mainte-
nance to subscription pricing, or worse, 
that they’ll make the move and then leave 
before the breakeven point* is reached.

*The breakeven point is the point where 
their subscription payments rise to the 
price of an outright purchase.

Solution
First, it’s important to realize that a 

company can give new and exist-
ing customers a choice between 
perpetual and subscription pricing 
models. It’s possible and in some 
cases even beneficial to offer new 
and existing customers the free-
dom to choose whether they’d pre-
fer to pay under the existing per-
petual pricing model or move to a 
subscription pricing model. In any 
case, most customers will appre-
ciate having the option to choose their 
model.

If a company is concerned customers 
will discontinue business before the break-
even point is reached, there are contrac-
tual options such as term requirements 
or “separation” fees (that are common in 
the cellular and leasing industries) that 
can mitigate potential losses. In our ex-
perience, subscription pricing is stickier 
than many companies fear. Most custom-
ers don’t want to go through the hassle of 
conducting an RFP or switching a vendor.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, it 
is critical to train the sales team so that they 
can make customers aware of the bene-
fits of the new subscription service. Ex-
amples of customer benefits include low-
er initial outlay, choice of payment options 
(i.e. Capital Expenditure vs Operational 
Expenditure), and flexibility to scale up as 
needs change. As well as benefits to the 
customer, marketing teams should develop 
value-based responses to potential cus-
tomer questions, so customers feel confi-
dent in the move and know that their con-
cerns have been addressed.
 
Objection #3: Internal Buy-In of a 
Marketing Team

Another key group is the marketing 
team, another internal force that may be 

resistant to the move to subscription pric-
ing because of its unknown impact on lead 
generation. For marketers, introducing a 
new pricing offer to a customer requires 
amendments to nearly all aspects of a mar-
keting strategy: from redefining the tar-
get audience to reconsidering conversion 
rates. To be willing to make all necessary 
changes to the existing marketing plan, 
the team will require a serious conviction.

Solution
To give the marketing department confi-

dence in the new subscription model, it is 
important to educate them about the tran-
sition. To do so, marketing teams will need 

three key pieces of information: 1. custom-
er segmentation strategy; 2. the value 
proposition of a subscription offer; and 
3. marketing collateral. Make sure to ex-
plain to your marketers how subscription 
segmentation operates, so they can iden-
tify the target audience in each segment. 
To communicate the value of the subscrip-
tion plan to customers, marketers also 
need to understand new product details, 
value offers, negotiation boundaries, and 
pain points.

Finally, to prepare the marketing depart-
ment for subscription pricing, you would 
need to update most of the marketing 
team’s assets, including the website ma-
terial, customer portals, solution briefs, 
white papers, use cases, sales presenta-
tions, and product battle cards. Factor this 
effort into the plan.

How to Get A Sales Team on Board
As with many of the above mentioned 

objections, having a sales team “bought in” 
is critical to a smooth move to subscription 
pricing. To get the sales team prepared, 
first highlight the benefits of the change to 
the company from a financial perspective.

How customers value and use the com-
pany’s solution, and whether they want to 
realize the cost as capital or an operational 

While changing to a subscription 
pricing model is usually beneficial 
when done carefully and 
strategically (i.e. Adobe and 
Microsoft), internal and external 
resistance to the change is normal.
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expense, is a critical consideration when 
migrating to a subscription model. Also, 
it is important information to help set the 
prices of a subscription structure. Cus-
tomer budgets may also be impacted de-
pending on their policies regarding OpEx 
and CapEx budgeting practices, needs 
and approvals.

As such, a company that has already 
conducted market research, segmented 
customers, and conducted extensive in-
terviews, will likely meet the client’s needs 
successfully. It’s critical that this informa-
tion is shared with sales teams and the 
data that’s been gathered is used to cre-
ate strong objection handling strategies 
for them to use.

Sales teams know better than any-
one else in an organization that custom-
ers don’t want to pay for things they don’t 
need; this concept is really the crux of the 
adoption of subscription pricing. Ideally, 
clients are paying only for the products and 
services that they’ll use, and this principle 
is even more applicable to metric-based 
B2B buyers than consumers. Once a sales 
team understands this principle and sees 
it in action through well-thought-out pric-
ing models, they should be enthusiastic 
about the switch.
 
Test the Waters

As with any change around pricing, it’s 

important to pilot with a small group and 
monitor results before beginning a wide-
spread implementation. Pay attention to 
KPIs you may not have followed in the 
past, including:
• Customer behavior and usage – espe-

cially any increase or decrease in ac-
tivity

• Churn and retention – the rate of cus-
tomers who leave should be lower than 
your rate of new customers. Subscrip-
tion pricing does open the door to life-
time customers (rather than a one-time 
sale)
The ability to capture these and other 

data points when testing a pricing model is 
critical. These two points are often strong 

indicators as to whether a company has 
hit the right price points and/or subscrip-
tion offerings.

Transitioning existing customers to a 
subscription pricing model and noticing 
high customer retention rates is the highest 
compliment to this type of pricing strategy, 
but from a financial perspective, the goal 
is to monetize long-term relationships with 
clients to drive recurring monthly revenue.

When implemented effectively, sub-
scription pricing will allow software com-
panies to better meet customer needs and 
ultimately strengthen the company’s finan-
cial performance. v

How to Get A Sales Team on Board 
As with many of the abovementioned objections, having a sales team “bought in” is 
critical to a smooth move to subscription pricing. To get the sales team prepared, 
first highlight the benefits of the change to the company from a financial 
perspective. 

 

How customers value and use the company’s solution, and whether they want to 
realize the cost as capital or an operational expense, is a critical consideration when 
migrating to a subscription model. Also, it is important information to help set the 
prices of a subscription structure. Customer budgets may also be impacted depending 
on their policies regarding OpEx and CapEx budgeting practices, needs and approvals. 

As such, a company that has already conducted market research, segmented 
customers, and conducted extensive interviews, will likely meet the client’s needs 
successfully. It’s critical that this information is shared with sales teams and the data 
that’s been gathered is used to create strong objection handling strategies for them to 
use. 

Sales teams know better than anyone else in an organization that customers don’t want 
to pay for things they don’t need; this concept is really the crux of the adoption of 
subscription pricing. Ideally, clients are paying only for the products and services that 
they’ll use, and this principle is even more applicable to metric-based B2B buyers than 
consumers. Once a sales team understands this principle and sees it in action through 
well-thought-out pricing models, they should be enthusiastic about the switch. 

Test the Waters 
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Pricing Transformation: 

Decision Making Required, 

Software Optional

Pricing transformations are a big topic in the business 

world, but many companies do not understand how to 

bring such a transformation into fruition. In this article, 

the author explores the key cultural and organization-

al changes required to implement meaningful pricing 

change. Tim J. Smith, PhD is the founder and CEO of 

Wiglaf Pricing, adjunct professor at DePaul Universi-

ty, and Academic Advisor for the Certified Pricing Pro-

fessional designation. His most recent book is Pricing 

Done Right:  The Pricing Framework Proven Success-

ful by the World’s Most Profitable Companies (Bloom-

berg Financial, 2016). He can be reached at tsmith@

wiglafpricing.com.
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P
ricing transformations are a 

hot topic. People have been 

preaching to CEOs, CFOs, 

CMOs, and CCOs for years 

that a 1% improvement in price can 

lead to 8 to 13% improvement in prof-

its. Even better, experience has shown 

that 1% improvement is a low-estimate 

of the expected outcome of a pricing 

transformation. Pricing transforma-

tion efforts routinely deliver two ad-

ditional margin points, and have been 

observed to deliver an additional 9% 

to margins. But where is the origin of 

these improvements, and how do com-

panies get this improvement?

Pricing Transformation is a Trans-

formation in Decision Making

At its core, pricing transformations 

is about transforming how organiza-

tions make decisions regarding pric-

ing. It is a transformation of the pro-

cesses used in pricing, the people 

engaged in pricing decisions, the in-

formation applied to pricing decisions, 

and the goals of those pricing deci-

sions. It is an organizational structur-

al change to align with the corporate 

strategy and goals.

A wide variety of coordinated profit-

focused decisions are required to drive 

a strong pricing transformation. These 

profit-oriented decisions will coordi-

nate list prices, target prices, commer-

cial policy, tactical price management, 

and sales-incentives towards more ac-

curate pricing.
It isn’t a single decision nor single 

process that delivers the improve-

ment, but rather the coordinated ef-

fort across many decision points, pro-

cesses, and routines to ensure pricing 
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Pricing Dashboard Design 
Executive dashboards are valuable tools for coordinating 
across disciplines as well as for communicating critical busi-
ness metrics to executives. Since pricing impacts these key busi-
ness metrics, which elements should the pricing team include 
in their pricing dashboards? In this article, the author provides 
a list of items to consider when building a pricing dashboard. 
Tim J. Smith, PhD is the founder and CEO of Wiglaf Pricing, 
adjunct professor at DePaul University, and Academic Advi-
sor for the CPP designation. His most recent book is Pricing 
Done Right:  The Pricing Framework Proven Successful by the 
World’s Most Profitable Companies (Bloomberg Financial, 
2016). He can be reached at tsmith@wiglafpricing.com.

by Tim J.  
Smith, PhD

E
xecutive dashboards are valuable 
coordination tools. They help pric-
ing teams communicate facts and 
identify areas deserving execu-

tive attention. This is demonstrably clear. 
Yet, what facts specifically should be on 
a pricing dashboard? What are the issues 
that pricing should bring to the attention 
of their CEOs?

To address this question, I asked ten 
different pricing practitioners in a variety 
of industries, all of whom were at the di-
rector level or above, what they put on their 
CEO pricing dashboards. I also reflected 
on the tools and techniques utilized in pric-
ing, the responsibilities of pricing within or-
ganizations, and the cross-functional na-
ture of pricing. What follows is a resulting 
list of items to consider when developing 
your pricing dashboard.

Broad Business Metrics
There are several broad business met-

rics that are always at the top of mind for 
any executive. Pricing impacts each of 
these key metrics and, as such, they be-
long on a pricing dashboard.

These broad business metrics in-
clude:

1. Profits
2. Revenue
3. Margin
4. Market Share
5. Prices
6. Profit or Revenue Bridge
Generally, these metrics are reported 

along with changes in the metrics over 
time. Many pricing executives report add-
ing drill down capabilities to their dash-
board, allowing peer executives to drill 

down by product category or product, 
by region or country, or by business unit. 
Moreover, the metrics themselves vary in 
reporting style from being simply numbers, 
a value indexed to some reference point, 
or a time-series plot of data.

Most illustrative is the sixth item in our 
list – the profit revenue bridge. The profit 
bridge connects the profits earned in one 
period to the profits earned in a prior com-
parable period. One variation of this prof-
it bridge delineates the changes in prof-
its as being attributable to either volume, 
price, variable costs, or fixed cost chang-
es, (see Figure 1).

The profit bridge presents challenges 
in two key dimensions: representation and 
interpretation.

The representation challenge of the 
bridge is one of approach and detail. Some 
variants examine changes in profits while 
others examine changes in revenue. Some 
variants include a price and volume cross 
term resulting from the choice in how they 
conducted their mathematics. Other vari-
ants are more detailed in including curren-
cy fluctuations or even the impacts of lost 
and new business.

The interpretation challenges of the profit 
bridge have been described previously. At 
a high level, the challenge is one of distin-
guishing the measurement from causes or 
actions. Using the chart above as an exam-
ple, we observe that changes in sales vol-
ume, variable costs, and fixed costs each 
contributed to a decrease in profits, while 
changes in price contributed to an increase 
in profits. This is a factual statement result-
ing from measurement and, as a fact, it is 
highly valuable. Yet interpreting this factual 

statement into causes and actions requires 
more insight. For instance, one cannot tell 
from this or any other profit bridge alone if 
the volume decline was due to a change in 
price, product mix, demand, or business cy-
cle any more than one can tell if the variable 
costs increase was driven by supplier costs, 
product mix changes, or some other factor. 
One can only tell from the profit bridge how 
changes in broad business metrics impact-
ed profits, not why they changed nor what 
actions should be taken.

Even though the profit bridge fails to 
clarify antecedents and consequences, it 
is a strong element for inclusion in an ex-
ecutive dashboard.

Why? To use an analogy, the profit 
bridge measurement, just as figures on 
profits, revenues, margins, market shares, 
and prices, is like a temperature measure-
ment. To say that something is 18° C is not 
the same as stating why it is that temper-
ature or that the temperature should be 
higher or lower. It is simply stating a con-
crete fact about the nature of that thing. 
In the same manner, the profit bridge and 
other measurements of broad business 
metrics do not state whether any of these 
measurements should be higher or lower 
in a given period nor what actions an exec-
utive should take. Rather, the profit bridge 
delivers a concrete fact for executives to 
observe regarding the nature and status 
of their business.

Customer Metrics
Pricing impacts customer relationships 

and, as such, customer metrics are often 
placed on pricing dashboards.

The customer metrics reported vary 
greatly by business. One key difference 
between reporting metrics is the custom-
er concentration. For highly concentrated 
customer bases, pricing dashboards of-
ten include metrics regarding the perfor-
mance of the top customers. For exam-
ple, in consumer goods production, key 
customer metrics reflect the importance 
of major retail outlets on sales. For highly 
dispersed customer bases, pricing dash-
boards often include metrics regarding 
new customer acquisitions and lost cus-
tomers.  For example, in industries like mo-
bile telephony, SaaS, and insurance, cus-
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tomer churn metrics reflect the importance 
of low customer churn.

Businesses sometimes include other 
metrics such as transaction sizes (histo-
gram) and win-loss ratios with rationale 
(rationales tend to be subjective, unfor-
tunately).

Pricing Specific Metrics
While all of the metrics mentioned above 

could also be found on the dashboards of 
other functional areas, such as sales, mar-
keting, or finance, other metrics on a pricing 
dashboard are specific to pricing.

Pricing metrics on executive dash-
boards reflect the pricing initiatives in 
progress or to be initiated.  Potential pric-
ing initiatives vary. Which should be includ-
ed and with what depth will be dependent 
on the pricing maturity of the company.

Specific pricing projects may relate to 
price setting, price variance (commercial 
policy), pricing and sales incentive align-
ment, price governance and price train-
ing efforts. These are measured by the 
number of events, expected impact per 
event, or some other type of pricing initia-
tive scorecard.

For price setting efforts, measurements 
on profit improvement created through the 
price setting research are useful. For in-
stance, comparing (1) the anticipated of-
fering profitability prior to the project given 
the initial pricing plan, and (2) the antici-
pated offering profitability after the project 
with the initial pricing plan, against (3) the 
anticipated offering profitability after the 
project with the new pricing plan will show 
the impact of the price setting project on 
creating both realistic market volume ex-
pectations and realistic price expectations.

Furthermore, every price setting effort 
can include a price positioning map for 
that specific offering.

For price benchmarking, measure-
ments include customer preference re-
search, competitive price indexes, and 
other issues.

For price variance planning efforts, 
measures include the past and forecast-
ed price waterfall, past and forecasted 
unplanned (tactical) price variance, and 
number and value of customers receiving 
a price increase or decrease.

For price variance execution efforts, 
measures include the current price wa-
terfall, unplanned (tactical) price variance, 
number and value of price exceptions, and 
percent price realization.

For pricing and sales incentive align-
ment initiatives, measures include the 
number of salespeople with a given in-
centive plan, the attainment of their incen-
tive plan, the reduction in unplanned (tac-
tical) price variance and exceptions, and 
the change in pocket price resulting from 
the initiative.

For price governance and training ef-
forts, measures include the number of 
business units or executives impacted, the 
revenue impacted, and a scorecard of the 
outcomes of those improvement efforts.

Other, more qualitative metrics are also 
used. Pricing maturity and culture met-
rics are qualitative in nature, yet still useful. 
Similarly, success stories are embedded in 
storytelling and therefore naturally qualita-
tive. Yet antidotes are necessary for creat-
ing a culture of good pricing hygiene. (Peo-
ple remember stories better than numbers.)

Then, there are the scream tests: how 
many members of the sales team are com-
plaining about prices and how loudly are 
they complaining? How many of our cus-
tomers are complaining about prices and 
how loudly are they complaining? Some 
pricing executives report these metrics as 
well. (After watching Starbucks repeated-
ly raise prices and customers repeated-
ly screaming about the higher prices, and 
then quarter after quarter Starbucks re-
peatedly reports strong same-store traf-
fic and profit numbers, I give such metrics 
little merit.)

Pricing Potential Metric
The items above are good to have on 

your pricing dashboard, but what is missing 
is a roll-up metric of the value of the pricing 
team itself. Consider how valuable it would 
be for the CEO to learn (1) how much po-
tential improvement there could be in profits 
if pricing was fully under control and (2) the 
cost and timeline to achieve that pricing ma-
turity. Pricing departments should not just 
track accomplishments and expenditures; 
they should also clarify the roadmap for fu-
ture improvements, the value of undertak-
ing those improvements, and the cost to un-
dertake those improvements. Even though 
this Pricing Potential Metric may require 
qualitative assumptions, it is a highly valu-
able metric for executive decision making. 
By providing that clarity, lead pricing exec-
utives enable CEOs to prioritize their initia-
tives, and more specifically, prioritize pric-
ing more appropriately.

Your Pricing Dashboard
This is a long list of potential items for 

a pricing dashboard. Which should be in-
cluded, for whom, and with what detail is 
a design question that must balance the 
needs of the executive audience against 
the desires of the lead pricing executive. 
Outside of broad business metrics, pric-
ing dashboards are customized to suit the 
needs of the business. For a pricing pro-
fessional seeking to drive business per-
formance through pricing, I recommend 
selecting a few key metrics of the initia-
tives you currently have underway and a 
few leading metrics of the initiatives you 
would like to undertake. v

Most illustrative is the sixth item in our list – the profit revenue bridge. The profit bridge connects the 
profits earned in one period to the profits earned in a prior comparable period. One variation of this 
profit bridge delineates the changes in profits as being attributable to either volume, price, variable 
costs, or fixed cost changes. 

See below:  

 
The profit bridge presents challenges in two key dimensions: representation and interpretation. 

The representation challenge of the bridge is one of approach and detail. Some variants examine 
changes in profits while others examine changes in revenue. Some variants include a price and volume 
cross term resulting from the choice in how they conducted their mathematics. Other variants are more 
detailed in including currency fluctuations or even the impacts of lost and new business. 

The interpretation challenges of the profit bridge have been described previously. At a high level, the 
challenge is one of distinguishing the measurement from causes or actions. Using the chart above as an 
example, we observe that changes in sales volume, variable costs, and fixed costs each contributed to a 
decrease in profits, while changes in price contributed to an increase in profits. This is a factual 
statement resulting from measurement and, as a fact, it is highly valuable. Yet interpreting this factual 
statement into causes and actions requires more insight. For instance, one cannot tell from this or any 
other profit bridge alone if the volume decline was due to a change in price, product mix, demand, or 
business cycle any more than one can tell if the variable costs increase was driven by supplier costs, 
product mix changes, or some other factor. One can only tell from the profit bridge how changes in 
broad business metrics impacted profits, not why they changed nor what actions should be taken. 

Figure 1
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Sympathetic Pricing:  
Create Brand Supporters

In this article, the authors examine three types of sympathetic pricing – painkiller 
pricing, compassionate pricing and purposeful pricing – and demonstrate how 
companies have used these pricing tactics to increase both brand trust and brand 
loyalty. By applying sympathetic pricing, you can turn a negative experience for 
a customer into a positive one, thereby giving the customer a positive contact 
moment with your company, as the authors explain. Arjen Brasz (arjen.brasz@si-
mon-kucher.com) is a Senior Director at Simon-Kucher & Partners in Amsterdam. 
Frank Kroeze (frank.kroeze@simon-kucher.com) is a Consultant at Simon-Kucher 
& Partners in Amsterdam.

by Frank Kroeze

I
magine: after a long and exhausting 
working day, you plan to go home by 
train. When you arrive at the station, 
you see that the transportation system 

is enormously disrupted. Just before giving 
up (“Let’s sleep in the office..!”), you get a 
pop-up from Uber on your phone saying 
that, to ease the pain of the disruption, you 
get a 50% discount on a drive home. After 
a short, comfortable and affordable drive 
you arrive home safely. 

This example may sound farfetched and 
unrealistic. However, it is exactly what Uber 
did after transport disruptions hit London 
and Boston. It is an example of sympathet-
ic pricing: offering discounts at the right 
moment, when people need them most. By 
applying sympathetic pricing, you can turn 
a negative experience for a cus-
tomer (public transport disruption) 
into a positive one (affordable ride 
home), thereby giving the custom-
er a positive contact moment with 
your company.

How can you apply  
sympathetic pricing?

Typically, we see three types 
of sympathetic pricing: painkiller pric-
ing, compassionate pricing and purpose-
ful pricing.

When applying painkiller pricing, com-
panies help people to overcome everyday 
struggles. The transportation case in the 
introduction is a typical example of this 
type of sympathetic pricing. Other exam-
ples are discounts on hotel rooms, in nor-

mally sunny destinations on rainy days 
(Noosa), discounts for air conditioners in 
hot apartments in Argentina (BGH) and 
discounts for umbrellas on rainy days.

With compassionate pricing, com-
panies offer support when life treats you 
badly. By offering discounts or free servic-
es, companies can help. Typical examples 
include discounted groceries for people 
living below the poverty line (Communi-
ty Shop), a workplace and free access to 
databases for fired journalists (Pressfolios) 
or discounted trees at the garden center 
after a heavy storm (Lowe’s).

Finally, purposeful pricing means that 
companies help groups with similar beliefs, 
values or lifestyle by offering discounts, 
freebees or rebates. The campaign of 

Corendon to support the gay rights move-
ment in Russia during the Olympic Games 
in Sotsji (2014) is a good example of pur-
poseful pricing. The airline offered passen-
gers supporting gay rights cheaper tick-
ets to Russia. 

Other examples are the French Pub-
lic Transport Company that offers free or 
discounted public transport on smog-risky 

days to combat pollution and restaurants 
that offer discounts for smiling or saying 
‘please’ when placing an order.

Why should you consider applying 
sympathetic pricing?

Although applying sympathetic pricing 
will not have an immediate positive im-
pact on your bottom-line, it can have an 
impact in the longer run. Recent research 
by PR Agency Cohn & Wolfe shows that 
only a small minority of consumers trust 
businesses. 

Sympathetic pricing can, especially in a 
business-to-consumer environment, help 
to improve the image of and trust in busi-
nesses. By offering discounts at the right 
moment, a business can prove it cares 

about its customers. This will re-
sult in an uplift of the business’ 
image, (re)gained consumer trust 
and new valuable brand support-
ers. In the longer run this, and 
possible positive media cover-
age, will have a positive impact 
on your bottom-line as well.

So, how will you use sym-
pathetic pricing? Will you offer 

free transportation or discounted coffees/
snacks during traffic jams? Will you give 
discounts on healthy products to people 
on a diet struggling to meet their goals? 
Or will you give discounts to companies 
that show they are trying to reduce carbon 
dioxide emissions? v

by Arjen Brasz

By offering discounts at the right moment, 
a business can prove it cares about its 
customers. This will result in an uplift of 
the business’ image, (re)gained consumer 
trust and new valuable brand supporters.
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Action Plan for  
Pricing Industry Growth 

In the Q2 edition of the Journal of Professional Pricing, Pro-
fessional Pricing Society presented an article from PPS board 
member Stephan Liozu, PhD, regarding the state of the pric-
ing management software industry. This month, we present 
a response to Liozu’s analysis from pricing management soft-
ware provider Vendavo. Author Bruno Slosse, President and 
CEO of Vendavo, brings more than 25 years in technology 
experience to the company, including a strong track record in 
growing companies, expanding their global reach and broad-
ening their product offering. He can be reached at bslosse@
vedavo.com. by Bruno Slosse  

V
endavo Response to Stephan 
Liozu’s State of the Pricing 
Management Software Indus-
try: Last month, the Profession-

al Pricing Society (PPS) published an es-
say from pricing evangelist and PPS board 
member, Stephan Liozu, on the state of 
the pricing management software space. 
In it, he outlines where pricing sits relative 
to other areas of enterprise software, the 
slow trajectory of our industry’s growth, 
which he demonstrates with figures rep-
resentative of several similar software in-
dustries, and he offers his thoughts on why 
the industry finds itself in its current state.

We Agree
There are several areas in his thought-

provoking piece that we agree with:
1. The pricing software space has yet 

to take off like it should, relative to oth-
er comparable software spaces.

Software categories such as ERP, Sup-
ply Chain Management and even Procure-
ment are much larger than Pricing and no-
tably growing at a much faster pace. In the 
midst of the mega trends that are happen-
ing at light speed all around us including 
globalization, digitalization and the de-
mand for customization, the pricing space 
should be breaking wide open. These 
trends should be the driving force behind 
swift growth for the discipline of strategic 
pricing. But they have not.

There are likely a handful of reasons why 
this is the case, and Liozu’s article points 
out a few likely culprits. Of particular im-
portance in our worldview is the lack of 
understanding and therefore appreciation 

for the power of price among members of 
the c-suite and boards of directors. Too 
often, pricing, if considered at all, is seen 
as a tactic to help drive volume in sales, 
or worse, it’s seen as “pricing vs. sales.” 
There is real value in price optimization. 
Pricing and sales are an unstoppable com-
bination, but that level of integration and 
cooperation needs to be driven from the 
top of the organization down. 

2. Our industry isn’t focused on 
growing the pie.

Rather than growing the market and 
bringing creative and compelling business 
growth drivers to customers who have nev-
er before understood the real power of 
price, vendors are singularly focused on 
buying market share. Instead of educat-
ing new organizations on what price man-
agement and optimization can do for their 
bottom lines, vendors place too much em-
phasis on beating each other on price with 
the customers who have already bought 
in to strategic pricing. If there’s so much 
value potential in pricing initiatives, why 
would some vendors be so eager to give 
things away or start price wars? Isn’t this 
the very kind of behavior we tell our cus-
tomers to avoid? And as Liozu points out, 
most of these vendors are losing money, 
which is not sustainable and is a risk for 
them and their customers. As a company 
we are proud to be fiscally responsible and 
remain EBITDA positive.

We currently swim in a smaller pond 
compared to some of the markets refer-
enced above. Liozu’s article makes that 
point nicely. Rather than trying to drown 
out the others for the sake of being king of 

the small pond, we need to work together 
to grow the size of the pond for the ben-
efit of everyone.

In a recent conversation with a CEO 
of one of our customer companies, I was 
told that pricing software vendors have 
reached new levels of trash-talking each 
other in the hopes of winning new busi-
ness. The CEO felt his only choice was to 
pick the one supplier who didn’t engage in 
that conversation. This approach is good 
for no one.

3. The ability to demonstrate clear, 
consistent pricing ROI is missing.

Liozu is correct in saying customers 
often get ‘fuzzy answers’ when they ask 
about the overall ROI of their deployment. 
And, he couldn’t be more on the mark 
when he says, “the lack of systematic cal-
culation of ROI and payback is a disser-
vice to our space.”

When measured at all, every pricing 
vendor has its own way of helping cus-
tomers identify and articulate the benefits 
of their solution. In too many instances, 
that help isn’t clear or well communicat-
ed and organizations are left wondering if 
their significant software investment was 
worthwhile. Did it save them money? Did 
it boost their margin? While there are cer-
tainly cases of documented value and ROI, 
it’s still not common enough for this to be 
documented, and again, this does not ben-
efit the individual vendor or the customer, 
nor the space as a whole.

Now What?
At the risk of preaching to the choir in 

this article, pricing is one of the most prof-
itable activities a company can undertake. 
Pricing professionals — our customers in-
cluded — know first-hand that when a stra-
tegic pricing project is done well, the re-
sults are profound. Our job is to do a better, 
more consistent job of measuring ROI and 
then shout our success from the mountain 
tops. But where do we start?

Change is hard of course, so to address 
inevitable challenges in large-scale pric-
ing projects, Vendavo has created a Value 
Consulting Team. These experts are ded-
icated to working with our customers to 

Ø CONTINUED, next page Ø
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ensure that initial value targets are estab-
lished, measured and met, and to be reg-
ularly identifying new value opportunities 
on the horizon. In this way, we are work-
ing to help our customers experience price 
optimization value very specific to their or-
ganizational needs.

Price Management Benchmarks
While we are narrowly focused on ad-

dressing our customers’ needs, we also 
feel strongly that such a problem-solving 
effort can and should scale to meet our in-
dustry’s needs too. Back to Liozu’s point, 
we must all work to grow the pie togeth-
er. The most helpful first step to that end, 
we believe, is for the industry to establish 
and standardize credible profitability and 
price management benchmarks which can 
then be shared openly with companies 

who want to compare themselves to oth-
ers. Key to such an effort is increased co-
operation among the leaders in our space.

Using those same standards, we also 
propose that leading software vendors 
encode these standardized ROI bench-
marks into their systems. Standardized 
ROI benchmarks would benefit the orga-
nizations who rely on pricing tools today, 
the vendors who supply them, and the 
companies yet to discover the real power 
behind price. This is how we raise the bar 
and grow the pie.

We must recognize that in today’s digi-
tal, fast-paced business environment, pric-
ing is a team sport. Pricing needs a seat 
at the big table, where there is continu-
ous collaboration with sales leadership 
and engagement with CFOs and CEOs. 
That implies we set big goals together, and 

measure outcomes constantly. Pricing and 
sales teams must truly listen to each oth-
er, and agree on margin improvement as 
a common goal.

Industry Advocacy
As ROI tools are built and collaboration 

across business units grows, industry ad-
vocacy must also be dialed up. It’s the role 
of a strong industry trade association to 
define, promote and protect the benefits 
of our small, but mighty industry. This is a 
critical piece for our growth and to-date it 
remains missing. A unified voice that au-
thoritatively shares the value of what we 
do will be important to achieving my first 
point made in this article – gaining the at-
tention of the c-suite and boards of direc-
tors. I welcome a conversation with other 
industry leaders on these topics to explore 
how we may expand the pie and drive more 
growth for the industry.

Together, we need to make some sig-
nificant changes to add more fuel to the 
growth opportunities for our industry. At 
the end of the day, data and reason are on 
our side. After all, a CEO wouldn’t allow 
her supply chain team to run their $10 bil-
lion supply chain with Excel, so why would 
she allow her organization to use Excel 
for managing the company’s primary rev-
enue driver – pricing?  Let’s work togeth-
er to increase awareness and understand-
ing of the latent value of smarter pricing 
in our industries, and we will all benefit in 
the end. v 
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